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IN 2006 PM DOMINIQUE DE VILLEPIN FINALLY WITHDRAWN CPE LAW (1ST
HIRING CONTRACT
2 MONTHS OF STUDENT STRIKES & BLOCKAGES

Paris, Washington DC, 20.03.2023, 22:32 Time

USPA NEWS - In 2006, Prime Minister Dominique de Villepin had launched the CPE (Contrat Premiere Embauches) targeting young
people 
Dominique de Villepin experiencing a drop in his popularity fell heavily, and stopped his ambition to stand for the presidential election
of 2007. It was Nicolas Sarkozy who became President of the Republic, facing Segolene Royale in 2007.

The President of the French Republic Macron, should address the people in a short and clear speech, to calm this anger which is only
growing and leading to this street revolt in the French expressing to be "despised by the current government". The Head of State would
come out of it grow and avoid the outbreak of the revolt of the demonstrators, and should deliver a short, clear and simple speech,
saying "I heard you, I heard your anger, I understood you,
The spontaneous movements that began yesterday, March 15, are proving increasingly followed (Lyon, Marseille, Rennes, Nantes,
Dijon...) and accompanied by clashes with the police. This complicates the task of the police, because like the Yellow Vests, had the
same MO, ended up having the carbon tax withdrawn, for which they had demonstrated, violently in the street, after weeks of peaceful
and popular movements by blocking the roundabouts..
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